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Editorial

Derek Kearey

Welcome to issue 15.1 of The Redriffe Chronicle. Yes, we are in our fifteenth year of publication. A lot
has happened in that time with the Society. Sad to say, not all happy. We lost Fred Hill a few years ago
and earlier this year Peter Gurnett sadly passed away. Both were long-standing members of the Society. I
met Peter at my very first visit to the Old Mortuary in 1998 and immediately we struck up a rapport. We
had similar interests in local history and we helped each other in research. I found Peter a pleasant and
knowledgeable person and he will be greatly missed by all. There is a moving personal tribute to Peter in
a letter from Brenda Watkinson on Page 3. Also, Stephen Humphrey (with contributions from Malcolm
Meachen and Sturat Rankin) has written an obituary to Peter which is on Page *** of this Chronicle.
The Redriffe Chronicle has barely changed over the last fifteen years, apart from the odd change of layout
and typeface, but plans are afoot to bring the publication into the 21st century with a new printer and a new
method of binding. It is hoped that, instead of having the pages stapled together, they will be glued with a
protective outer cover. This is in the process of being set up and hopefully should be operational for the
next issue of your Chronicle in autumn.
In this issue of your Chronicle you will find six write-ups of group events. That is to say, every event from
July 2011 to February 2012 is covered. Congratulations and grateful thanks go to all those people who
have sent in the write-ups for publication, each one interesting in their own right. Please keep up the good
work. Malcolm Tucker sent in the write-up for Murray Beale’s talk in February on firefighting in
Bermondsey. Following on from this, our November 2012 talk by David Rogers will be about the Massey
Shaw Fireboat mentioned in that write-up.
There is news about Brenda Watkinson’s involvement in the Grandchildren of the Blitz project which has
now been turned into a successful play called Blackbirds. Action revolves about those people living in
Mayflower Street, Rotherhithe, during the Blitz. The production has recently won an award and Brenda
was one of those who went to the House of Lords to receive it.
Stuart Rankin has sent a very interesting article on the London Bridge “Dug Out” and early air-raid
warning systems in the First World War. It includes some fascinating pictures. As usual, there is our
Notes & Queries feature run by Martin White. For those who are new to this, anyone can ask a question
about Rotherhithe or Bermondsey and get it published in the Chronicle in the hope that someone may have
an answer. Alternatively, you may have an answer to one or more of the queries. If that is the case please
contact the enquirer but also let us have your response so that we can publish it for all to read.
The Redriffe Chronicle exists for all our members. We welcome material on the Rotherhithe and
Bermondsey areas, and their inhabitants,.from anyone for publication. If you have anything from a short
note, an odd photograph, a question that needs answering or even an article of a few pages, please let us
know. It would be appreciated, but not essential, that longer pieces of work were in Microsoft Word and
sent as an email attachment or typewritten and posted. Send to the appropriate member below or contact
any committee member.
Editorial, Main Articles, Reports on Group Events, etc: Derek Kearey - 8 Birch Avenue, West Parley,
Ferndown, Dorset BH22 8PG email: d.kearey@btinternet.com
Notes and Queries: Martin White - 77 Kidbrooke Grove, London SE3 0LQ
email: martinwhit@hotmail.com
Sponsors of this issue: Tony Atkins, Suzanne Chambers, Michael Daniels, Wendy Howell,
Stephen Humphrey, Derek Kearey, Pat Kingwell, Bee Lucas, Malcolm Meachen, Catriona Stuart,
Mari Taylor, Malcolm Tucker, Brenda Watkinson, Martin White, Angela Woolhouse, Anonymous
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Peter Gurnett (1928-2012)
Peter Gurnett, a significant member of this society, died on January 8th, 2012, aged 83. Peter was born in
1928 into a railway family, living in a railway house in Amersham Grove, next to the line just north of
New Cross Station. Peter may have worked for the railway himself (the old Southern Railway) like his
father, possibly as a Signal and Telegraph Linesman. He undoubtedly worked for Pearce Signs in New
Cross before beginning his military service in the Royal Corps of Signals in the late 1940s. He served in
Egypt, where he was in much demand from his fellow soldiers to repair their radios.
Following his time in the Army, he joined Stone’s, the well-known Deptford engineering firm. There
may well have been a link with the railway through his father. Peter stayed with Stone’s for many years.
In his earlier years, he was very athletic: he played cricket for the Stone’s team; and on one earlier
occasion, he had cycled to Land’s End and back with David Leaback, a friend from his schooldays, who
is also now a prominent historian in Southwark. Later, Peter moved on to two further firms, the last one
at Richmond. In all these phases of employment, he was an electrical engineer. He retired early, at the
age of 55, due to ill health.
Peter was always interested in local and maritime history and in his retirement he devoted himself to these
interests across a wide range of districts and societies. He was fiercely proud of Deptford and New Cross.
He became a specialist on Deptford, on Trinity House and on the General Steam Navigation Company.
He wrote pamphlets on the latter and on the two old churches of St. Nicholas and St. Paul at Deptford,
and a long paper on Stone’s. Unfortunately, he did not fulfil his long-held ambition to write a history of
shipbuilding in Deptford.
He served for a number of years as an archivist and researcher at Trinity House near the Tower. This
significant maritime institution had been founded at Deptford by King Henry VIII in 1514. He was proud
of rediscovering a 16th-century charter that had been ‘lost’ for a long time. He once arranged a
memorable visit to Trinity House. After viewing the historic building and its exhibits, there followed
‘lavish entertainment, with bottle after bottle of fine wine, which would not have disgraced the restaurant
list in a five-star hotel ... it went on, well into those hours haunted by the Night Buses’. Peter had left
early because of his car lift and was oblivious of this entertainment insisted upon by the Elder Brother
who acted as host for the evening.
Peter was a frequent lecturer in his heyday, chiefly in south-east London and Kent, including of course
this society. His last public lecture concerned the Blitz. He had a narrow escape from serious injury
when the blast wave from the V2 explosion at New Cross late in 1944 damaged his family home. In what
was almost certainly his final piece of work, a very personal one, he revisited old papers, dormant since
the 1970s, about his family history. He produced an account of the Gurnett family in the Deptford area
for over 150 years. He kept abreast of the latest in computer technology in all his written work.
He was an active member of the Lewisham Local History Society, in which he organised and led the
society’s coach tours until quite recent years, for example, a trip which first went to Caterham in northeast Surrey and then proceeded to Sussex, spending the afternoon at Singleton and ending up at Bosham
in the remote south-west corner of the county. He organised a party on the Balmoral in the summer of
2005, which went on an all-day voyage from Woolwich Arsenal Pier to Ipswich Dock (and then back by
coach).
For many years he belonged to this society, which began as a class led by Diana Rimel at the former
Surrey Dock Offices and supported by the LDDC. He served as the first editor of the Redriffe Chronicle,
which he used to draw local history groups throughout the area closer together, by collating and
publishing their programmes of talks and events. He continued to attend meetings until 2011, by which
time his health had badly deteriorated, but he remained optimistic and forward-looking to the end. We
will remember him in many contexts and always as a significant contributor. He greatly encouraged
those who shared his interests and remained hospitable and helpful until the end.

Stephen Humphrey (with acknowledgements to Malcolm Meachen and Stuart Rankin for their
valuable contributions)
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GOSSIP AND TITBITS
Grandchildren of the Blitz become Blackbirds
You may remember that one of our members, Brenda Watkinson, wrote in the Spring 2011 issue Redriffe Chronicle
about being interviewed for a local project
called Grandchildren of the Blitz. This little
‘acorn’ has now grown into a ‘mighty oak’ in a
play called Blackbirds produced by the London
Bubble Theatre.
The play tells the story of what happened to
families living in Mayflower Street, Rotherhithe,
during the Blitz and is based on the wartime
reminiscences of real people, like Brenda and
others, who were children during the Blitz. It is
an imaginatively conceived piece which blends
their stories into an interesting entertainment.
Blackbirds successfully evokes the atmosphere
of the time by combining live action with
recorded
histories,
modern
projection
techniques, some stunning special effects and
contemporary furniture and costumes.
A scene from ‘Blackbirds’ with Brenda Watkinson
The large ensemble cast, whose ages range from
arrowed
young children to the generation who actually
lived through the Blitz, work well together and
obviously enjoy it.
For the children, the
experience of learning about life in the Blitz was
a real ‘eye-opener’ - they had to learn to play
games that many of us will have played B.C.
(that’s Before Computers!) like ‘tin can copper’
and ‘fives’. The company manages to evoke the
spirit of the Blitz and gives a glimpse of what it
was actually like to live with ration books, airraid shelters, bombs and the loss of homes and
loved ones. The entire company, both behind
the scenes and on the stage, put a great deal of
time and effort into the performances; many of
them are not ‘professionals’ and so do not have
the luxury of working full-time on the play.
Indeed, some of them even have ‘real’ jobs as
well!
Brenda gives a brilliant performance. At one
Another scene from ‘Blackbirds’
point in the show she has to pretend to be drunk,
a feat which she performed so successfully that
some members of the audience were convinced that she actually had been drinking! Several of us managed to get to
see the show and all enjoyed it enormously. It was set in Rotherhithe but it will resonate with anyone whose life
was touched by the bombing raids whether in London, Liverpool or anywhere else.
Stop Press:
The sell-out run in May last year led to more performances, this time at The Albany, Deptford, where it again played
to packed houses. Building on these successes, Blackbirds then moved to the Pump House in November and in
January 2012 it was one of the first productions to play at the brand new Canada Water Library Culture Space.
London Bubble Theatre Company recently won the Showcase category of the United for All Ages Awards. They
won this prestigious award for their intergenerational work with ‘Grandchildren of the Blitz’ which led to
Blackbirds. It was presented at a special reception at the House of Lords on 15th November 2011 and Brenda was
one of those chosen to attend. Congratulations to everyone involved in this project!
© Wendy Howel
Photos courtesy of London Bubble Theatre Co.
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Mayflower Street:
Although the original houses have long since gone, a short section of Mayflower Street (previously known as
Prince’s Street) still exists, running north from Brunel Road, adjacent to St Mary’s Estate. At the time of the Blitz,
Mayflower Street was much longer and extended further north towards the Thames, joining the former Rotherhithe
Street at the corner of what is now Elephant Lane and King Stairs Close. A passageway then led between two large
warehouses (Gordon’s Wharf and Prince’s Wharf) to meet the Thames at Princes Stairs. Although these warehouses
have also been redeveloped, Prince’s Stairs are still in use and can be found sandwiched between two terraces of
modern red brick townhouses, just to the west of the art deco style Princes Tower.

Michael Daniels

Extracts of a letter from Brenda Watkinson
Re. The Late Peter Gurnett
I would like to pay a small personal tribute to Peter I have supplied a group
photograph, taken in front of the Kentwell mansion, which shows Peter and his
close friend Fred Hill.
PETER GURNETT - MEMORIES OF A WONDERFUL DAY OUT - JULY_1997
I was very sad to hear of the death of Peter Gurnett. I had known him some
years. We met at the historic meeting at Time and Talents when Diana Rimmel
gave up her meetings, and the members present very quickly organised the now
Bermondsey and Rotherhithe Local History Group. Enough enthusiastic people
present put themselves forward to form a committee and under the leadership
of Stuart Rankin we were 'ready to go' by the end of the evening. It was an
amazing turn around and from, that time Peter played an important part in the
organisation. At one time he gave us a talk on the General Steam Navigation
Company and used some photos I gave him of the various paddle steamers to
make slides from. The black and white photos dated from the late 40's and
came via my brother Albert Watkinson who worked these at their offices at St.
Katharine's Wharf for many years from leaving school {at 14!).
My abiding and fondest memory of Peter was a wonderful day out that he
invited us to organised by his other group, Lewisham Local History Society.
Over the years he frequently invited us to join in various day trips he had
organised, often by paddle steamer. But this was the only one I joined in.
It was a visit to Lavenham in Suffolk, a truly beautiful town, built around a
market square in the medeival style, dating back to the 1400's. We visited
the 1520 Guildhall, bought sandwiches and ate them in the gardens behind. It
is hard to describe the atmosphere of this town; I felt as though I had
really stepped back in time. We then drove on to the main attraction, the
Elizabethan mansion of Kentwell Hall, near Long Melford, Suffolk. Once a
year they held an Historical Recreation Month, 'during which the whole
establishment is run as it would have been during a chosen year in Queen
Elizabeth's reign. The family, their staff, and friends will all be dressed,
speaking and performing their domestic and estate duties with appropriate
equipment for the chosen Elizabethan year. Itinerant dancers and jester will
be performing. This year's re-creation choice is 1588, the Armada year.’
The duties were indeed presented as described in the leaflet quoted above,
and was so impressive. We had to go through a 'time tunnel' on arrival, and
at the end change our modern money into groats if we needed to purchase
anything!
The mansion was at that time privately owned by Patrick Phillips, his wife
and family and progressively restored by them over 25 years.
The Hall 'included a moathouse and other out-buildings, gardens, timberframed farm buildings, and paddocks containing a fine collection of rare
breeds of animals.' Everywhere we went the 'staff were performing their
duties impeccably and ignored us, unless we asked them a question, which they
then answered in "old English'. I had just purchased a new camera and took
some of the finest shots ever. I have photos of a banquet, the creamery
(cheese-making), the herbalist room with appropriate medicines being
explained to us, the sewing room, etc.
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If anyone would like to view these studies I am sure something can be
arranged electronically via Michael Daniels from his computer, something I do
not possess. But if anyone would like to view them in my album, please call
me on 0207 237 4304 and I would be pleased to arrange a visit to my home in
Jamaica Rd. They are well worth viewinq.
The accompanying photo shows Peter Gurnett next to his friend Fred Hill at
the front of the mansion.
In 1997 the current owners were organising these recreation months, and many
of the visitors were school parties I learned. I have no idea if these
events arc still being held, but I sincerely hope so. The children would
have had such an entertaining and educational time: it really brought history
to life.
The photos I have mean that the visit is preserved for me for life, and
whenever Peter Gurnett*s name is mentioned, my first reaction is that lovely
day out, which I am deeply grateful to Peter for inviting me along.
Long may he be remembered.
Brenda Watkinson

Peter Gurnett (with walking stick) and Fred Hill (second on Peter’s right) and Brenda Watkinson (on
Peter’s left). This is how Peter will be remembered – with a big smile!
Photo courtesy of Brenda Watkinson
‘Here Comes Good Health’ Exhibition at the Wellcome Collection
The exhibition 'Here Comes Good Health!' at the Wellcome Collection, opposite Euston Station, deals with the
pioneering approach to public health and welfare in the Metropolitan Borough of Bermondsey in the 1920s and
1930s, inspired by Alfred and Ada Salter. It consists mainly of a loop of films made by the council entitled 'Health
and Clothing', 'Some Activities of the Bermondsey Borough Council', 'Where There's Life There's Soap' and 'The
Empty Bed'. These are fascinating examples of municipal propaganda, historically interesting and sometimes
entertaining. The exhibition is on from 22 February until 3 June at the Wellcome Collection, 183 Euston Road,
London NW1 2BE, Tel 0207 611 2222.
Additional film can be seen online at www.wellcomecollection.org
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Nunhead Cemetery Open Day - Saturday 19 May 2012
Nunhead Cemetery’s Open Day is now so much part of the Southwark calendar and its format so well known that there
should again be a large number of visitors at the event.
On the day there will be tours of the cemetery, Chapel and crypt (not usually open) and guidance on family history as well
as many stalls run by local groups. Attractions for the young ones include a Bug Hunt, Face Painting and Badge Making.
There will be an exhibition of public art in the mausoleum and a choir to entertain in the chapel. On top of this there will
be home-made food and drinks at the café.
The Open Day will be open to the public from 11.00am until 5.00pm and admission is free.

GLIAS AGM and Talk
The Greater London Industrial Archaeology Society will be holding their AGM on 16 May. This will be followed
by a talk on the Great Eastern Railway. It takes place at the Derek Willoughby Lecture Theatre, Charterhouse
Square, Islington, EC1M 6BQ.
For further details see the society’s website: www.glias.org.uk/gliasdiary

REVIEWS OF RECENT SOCIETY EVENTS
A Wander through Wapping – Walk with Malcolm Barr-Hamilton, July 2011
A record number of thirty-three of our members met at Wapping tube station which was built c. 1910. The station
still uses the Thames Tunnel (1843) built by Isambard Kingdom Brunel. We headed south-west into Brewhouse
Lane, the site of Tower Buildings and Brewhouse Lane School. The Tower buildings were purpose built flats, built
in 1864, and unique for their time with everyone having shared access via balconies.
Making our way back to Wapping High Street we saw the original headquarters building of the River Police. This
organisation was established in 1798 by the East India Merchants to prevent theft. The current building that houses
the River Police was built in 1973 from pre-formed fibre-glass panels. This was described by Pevsner as a rude
intrusion into the High Street.
Next on our journey into the heart of historic Wapping was St. Johns church. Next door was an original two-andhalf-storey building which housed St. Johns church school. This building was sensitively restored and converted
into two houses circa 1990. The original figurines above the entrances for boys and girls are still in situ.
As we turned the next corner we were treated to the filming of a new television series outside one of the local
drinking establishments, the Town of Ramsgate pub.
Moving on from the filming we headed further west along the High Street, to Wapping Pierhead. This used to be
the entrance to the Wapping Basin and has
since been filled in and turned into beautifully
ornate gardens. The gardens were flanked on
either side by incredibly grand houses that
provided a visual feast and stunning views
south across the River Thames to Rotherhithe
and Bermondsey. This was the western most
point of the walk and we took the opportunity
to have a group photograph.
Next, we retraced our steps a little and headed
north-east towards the Wapping Basin. The
Basin was closed off and surrounded by high,
prison-like walls that held little interest for the
casual observer but now encloses a sports
The group on their journey through Wapping
facility.
From this point we headed back east, slightly
off the beaten track, and where you felt the real Wapping began. We came across the Turks Head. A former public
house, well known during the Second World War, together with its landlady Mog Murphy, as it stayed open all
hours for service personnel seeking news of their loved ones.
At this juncture we headed north through the Wapping Estate built in 1932 and arrived at the Old Star pub,
frequented by the world renowned painter, Joseph Turner. From here we headed back to the start of the walk,
passing along the way the Raines boarding school, built in 1736. The school was mainly for boys but they did have
fifteen girls. It was a very enjoyable walk that we rounded off with a drink in the Captain Kidd pub, housed in a
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former workshop and named after Captain William Kidd, one of the most notorious pirates in history although, some
say, unjustly vilified. He was hanged on 23 May 1701 at ‘Execution Dock’ in Wapping; during the execution, the
hangman's rope broke and Kidd was hanged on the second attempt. Thanks goes out to Malcolm Barr-Hamilton for
guiding us and we look forward to the next exciting walking tour with Rotherhithe and Bermondsey Local History
Society.
Suzanne Chambers

Changing Times - Southwark Remembered - Talk by John D Beasley, September 2011
John gave us an absorbing evening of tales and information about the growth and change of Southwark over the last
200 years. The extent of his knowledge gave us much pleasure but for him he had the task of “just picking out tiny
bits of the vast story of Southwark”. The Peckham New Library, a winner of the Stirling Prize; Mendelssohn, who
wrote “Spring Song” while he was living in Denmark Hill; Sir Giles Gilbert-Scott, architect of St Pancras Hotel and
the Albert memorial, designed St Giles's Church Camberwell were touched on in passing. The famous and the
infamous all lived in this vibrant borough.
John opened his talk with his picture of the statue of Dr Alfred Salter who, with his wife, became involved in social
and health reform and made a profound difference to the folk of Bermondsey. Dr Salter was the person whom John
would “really liked to have known”. The statue of Dr. Salter sitting on a park bench with his only child, his
daughter Joyce who died of scarlet fever aged 8, can be found along the Thames riverside by The Angel pub.
From The Angel pub we were taken west to look at Tower Bridge and London Bridge. Tower Bridge, one of the
world's most iconic bridges, was opened in 1894 with all the razzmatazz imaginable. The river was awash with
vessels of all sizes: steam, sail and barges - some having booked space weeks in advance. The Prince and Princess
of Wales arrived to music, bunting, flag and banners. The Prince, on behalf of his mother The Queen, moved a
specially mounted silver cup that was linked with the hydraulic equipment causing the bridge to open. For the
previous 900 years the much older London Bridge had been the crucially important crossing-point built about
100AD of wood. It was burnt down several times (the Danes who sailed up the Thames did it!) and also was swept
away by a gale (1091AD). The present London Bridge was opened in 1973 by HM the Queen – the previous bridge
is in the USA. Folklore has it that the buyers confused the names of London Bridge and Tower Bridge and thought
they were buying Tower Bridge.
Following the river, the next area John talked about was Clink Street where the prison was and where the 14th
century rose window still stands proud for all to see in the remaining wall of the old Winchester Palace. Nearby is
the full-sized replica of The Golden Hinde, the Tudor warship in which Sir Frances Drake circumnavigated the
world between 1577-80. Past the Tate Modern – the old Bankside Power Station – is the famous landmark of the
OXO Tower built approximately 1929. The regulations against advertising were overcome by building the tower
sufficiently tall to be thought too high to be used for advertising: so the ingenious architects installed windows in the
shape of OXO! The company did get instructions to demolish the tower but these could not be enforced, much to
the delight of the Chairman of the Company. Again, in 1983 the OXO tower was threatened with demolition but
there was such an outcry and protest that a petition for its retention was successful and it remains as popular a
landmark as ever.
John moved his focus on to The Borough. The Church of St. George the Martyr, across from the Underground
station, has had a church on this site since 1122. Marshalsea Road runs from the Borough Station and defines the
location of the Marshalsea Debtor Prison, where Dickens' own father was once imprisoned. Dickens commemorates
it in “Little Dorrit” where the child lived with her father in the Prison. In the story - one night, having returned late,
Little Dorrit had to sleep in the vestry of St George the Martyr and a small picture of her is depicted in the modern
East Window of the church.
Until 1750 London Bridge was the only bridge across the Thames. Consequently the Borough High Street was full
of hostelries like The George Inn. They all would have been galleried on three sides around a courtyard. It is now
owned by the National Trust. About 100 yards away on Southwark Street is the Hop Exchange built in 1867. The
central part of the Hop Market was built with a glass roof. The central Great Hall inside was built as the exchange
floor - John thought that it was Southwark's least known important building.
The whole history of the hospital founded by Thomas Guy in 1726 could take up several books. We were shown
pictures of the C19th operating theatre, now reconstructed in the roof space of St. James Church opposite the
hospital. It is so complete that it looks like someone closed the door on it and forgot it! The roof space also
contains an apothecary's collection of herbal medicines and medical instruments. Don't let any of your friends miss
this interesting and atmospheric museum - they will be amazed.
In the break, one audience member emphasising accents said that Bermondsey was - “Sarff of the River”. Someone
else said “there's a strong Cockney accent”. There was a cry of indignation from another part of the audience that
“nobody in Bermondsey had a Cockney accent - South London folk have South London accents, and that
was totally different from a Cockney accent – No Bow Bells in Bermondsey”! Just so!
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South of the river was always both the hard-working and the impoverished part of London. The poverty and
hardship attracted people of a social conscience from other places to help the good folk struggling with all the
difficulties that this area of London had. George Peabody, an American, was one of these. At 17, he had enlisted to
fight the British in the War of 1812. Much later, having made his fortune in Massachusetts, he moved to London as
an unofficial diplomat to foster commercial relations between the USA and the UK. In 1862 he founded a fund to
provide £300,000 for “the construction of improved dwellings for the poor” to combine the essentials of
“healthfulness, comfort, social enjoyment and economy” for Londoners. Queen Victoria was most impressed by his
generosity and attended his funeral in Westminster Abbey. There is, in one of the Peabody Buildings in Southwark
Street, a plaque to him unveiled by Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother in 1962, on the Blackfriars Estate.
Not only were the Southwark folk hard-working, they were also seriously clever. Michel Faraday, the researcher
into electricity, was born in 1727 in Newington Butts, the son of a blacksmith. Very fittingly, his memorial is the
electricity sub-station, clad in curved stainless steel which glints in the sunlight, situated in the centre of the traffic
roundabout at Elephant and Castle. Catch it next time you are in the traffic whirlwind on your way to Borough High
Street or the Old Kent Road. Another fine “memorial” is to the butterfly “the Camberwell Beauty”. This fine tile
portrait was positioned on the end wall of the Old Public Baths and Wash House on the corner of Neate Street and
Well's Way, Camberwell, after the demolition of the Samuel Jones' Factory in 1987.
All that remains of Burtt's Limeworks, which opened in 1816, is the old lime kiln preserved in Burgess Park. Lime,
brought to the area by barges on the Grand Surrey Canal, was needed for cement which was in great demand for the
houses and factories that were being built in the area. Burgess Park was created by the demolition 150 years later of
these same houses and factories which had been subjected to bombing during WW2. Originally called “North
Camberwell Open Space” the Council saw it as an opportunity to create a park for the people. Later it was renamed
after Cllr. Jessie Burgess, Camberwell's first woman mayor.
Southwark has always been famous for its forward-looking approach to health. The Peckham Experiement was an
investigation, started in 1926, into “the nature and cultivation of health”. It was reported on by Arther Mee in “The
King's England” where he writes - The people of Peckham may “dance, fence, enjoy physical exercise and swim
etc…. the West End of London has nothing to equal it.” The Building itself can still be seen but it has been
converted for residential use.
I have barely touched on less than half of all the interesting buildings and places and events that John spoke of with
warm familiarity during the evening. As well as commerce and education people did get together for fun and
games. John told us about Dulwich Hamlet Football Club. The first reference to it was in The South London Press
in 1893 but only in respect of cricket and swimming - football came later. In 1907, the Football Club was elected to
the Isthmian League and in the inter-war period the Club won the FA Amateur Cup four times!
John's talk was rich in information and supported by his fine photographs. He encourages us all to go out and look
about. There's always more to discover. John has written several books in the Changing Times series. Buy them
when you can – they are a mine of information with good photographs.

Catriona Stuart
Her Majesty's Tower of London: Palace and Fortress - Talk by Colonel Richard Harrold OBE,
October 2011
The Tower of London, a fortress and palace begun by William the Conqueror soon after 1066 on the remains of
Roman fortifications, has been a palace, a prison, a place of execution and has housed the Royal Armouries, the
Mint, the Royal Observatory, the Royal Menagerie, the Public Records and still guards the Crown Jewels. It is
also the most iconic and the most beautiful collection of totally functional buildings.
Colonel Richard Harrold introduced his talk with stunning pictures of The Tower. At 90ft high, the central square
tower, the White Tower, was an extraordinarily impressive building in 1078. It quite literally towered above any
other structure with the corner stones being Caen limestone shipped from France. With its gleaming white stone and
its height it was meant to impress the conquered English and indeed it did. The Tower of London may be beautiful
but its purpose was a fortress to guard and protect the business and the person of the Sovereign. It was built to
impress and it still does to this day.
In 1101, Ranulf Flambard, Bishop of Durham escaped from the gaol by climbing down a rope from a window after
getting guards drunk; the King promptly built stronger fortifications. By the time of Richard I, a kitchen and a
bakery had been added but its security needed to be improved even more. Richard I appointed William of
Longchamp, Constable of the Tower, who then spent a fortune on fortifying the Tower which housed a garrison of
soldiers as well acting as a repository of all the Royal documents. A wall was thrown around the Keep, the Bell
Tower built and the Moat was introduced. The entrance, ie the bridge over the Moat, has a kink in it. This is no
mistake. It was built to prevent invaders, equipped with a battering ram, running in a straight line against the sturdy
locked and barred doors. Simple but clever eh!
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The Moat, unfortunately, did not have a water supply that circulated swiftly enough and over the years it became a
cesspit. But it was as late as 1845 when the Moat was drained and grassed over to make a parade ground for the
garrison.
By 1605, the garrison had became the base for The Royal Fusiliers. The gunpowder, for their arms etc, was stored
in the White Tower where the only daylight provided by arrow slits in the walls made the place very dark. When
Guy Fawkes attempted to blow up Parliament he was taken to the Lord Lieutenant's Lodgings in the Tower for
interrogation. Meanwhile, the barrels of gunpowder stored in the White Tower were inspected by men – with
lighted candles! But it was not until the Restoration did Charles II, in order to let in more light, altered the windows
to the size they are today – the inspectors of gunpowder would have been relieved!
The London Zoo had its precursor in the Lion Tower, so named because lions were actually kept there. Exotic
animals were given as high-status gifts from one Sovereign to another. In 1235, the Holy Roman Emperor gave
Henry III three leopards, an allusion to the Plantagenet coat of arms. The King of Norway gave Henry a polar
bear. The sheriffs of London were ordered to buy the bear a collar and chain so it could fish in the Thames. The
public were allowed in to see the animals.
The Tower grew and developed until it housed every function of the State that we use today; functions such as the
Ordinance Survey, the Mint, the Public Records and, in 1303, the Crown Jewels. The Tower hummed with activity:
iron foundries, clerks, solders and warders with ale-houses and kitchens to support them. Even so, the safe keeping
of the money in the Mint and the information that was vital to the running of the country meant that the main
business for the Tower remained as a secure fortress. As well as keeping enemies out, gradually it became
important for keeping traitors in. It became the senior state political prison. As it wasn't built to house common
prisoners there are no dungeons but there are some very, very uncomfortable rooms!
Colonel Harrold gave us a hugely abbreviated list of many disappearances, murders and beheadings of prominent
statesmen, Princes, Dukes and of Queens. The Warders, when standing by Traitor's Gate enjoy telling visitors that
“Four Queens of England came in this way – and three are still here”. The one that lived to tell the tale was
Elizabeth I. She was imprisoned in the Tower having been falsely accused in a plot against Mary. She was allowed
to walk in the ramparts between the Bell Tower and the Beaufort Tower and it is called Queen Elizabeth's Walk to
this day. Later, on the night prior to her Coronation, she stayed in The Tower voluntarily for safety and
tradition: the lady did have nerves of steel.
Although the history of the Tower is studied with gory stories, and cruel deprivation – Sir Thomas More being
deprived of books and writing paper and Cardinal John Fisher begging in vain to Thomas Cromwell for replacement
of “the rags I am wearing for I am cold and have little food”, true torture had to be ordered by the
Sovereign. However, the threat of being “broken on the rack” was often enough to produce the desired result. But
telling all might only reduce your sentence from being hung, drawn and quartered to merely one of execution by the
axe - swifter and shorter - but hardly welcome!
Surprisingly, people did escape from the Tower. The Jacobite, Lord Nithsdale, was rescued by wife who visited him
with six of her women. They bundled him out dressed as her maid while Lady Nithsdale stayed in his cell “talking”
loudly to him until he was well away. Then she left bidding the empty cell “goodbye” and wailing loudly. She
escaped and the guards hadn't noticed the “maid” with the ginger beard!
The serious purpose of the Tower has carried on through the centuries. It was the place of execution by firing squad
for eleven First World War spies and as a place of imprisonment for Rudolph Hess for 4 days. The last prisoners to
be kept in the Tower were the Kray twins. They were doing their National Service in the Royal Fusiliers, who
wwere based in the Tower, and were “in the jug” on return for being AWOL. Obviously starting as they meant to
carry on.
The purpose of the Tower today is still one of security and deference for the Sovereign and now includes the
conservation of historic buildings and ceremonies. There can hardly be one of us who hasn't heard the Gun Salutes
reverberating majestically over the Thames for the Heads of States, including our own, and for other principle
members of the Royal Family. Colonel Harrold recommended that we should all go to see The Ceremony of the
Keys which takes place every evening at 10.00pm. It's one of the oldest ceremonies and has continued for centuries.
The keys are those that lock up the Tower for the night making all within the wall secure until the morning. One
person from the group spontaneously said, “What happens to those who get back late? Did the Captain of the
Fusiliers curl up for the night in the Moat?” Colonel Harrold assured us “not to worry – there is a bell that can
summon the Duty Warder to open a small door in the gate”.
The Tower is like a small town. People, families, children, etc have lived in the Tower since its inception. The most
famous people are the Yeoman Warders, clothed in their Ceremonial Tudor Red or in their everyday black. They
are recruited from those who have 22 years service in the army but, more important even than this, is that they must
“be of good cheer” and have a “very long fuse”. They have to be patient in the extreme with dealing with the public
– not that the public aren't perfectly polite (most of the time) but they do have common needs and there were no
prizes for guessing the most common question by far! Someone asked why in these days of equal opportunities
there didn't seem to be any women Yeoman Warders. The reason was simple – there are few women who have
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the 22-year service requirement. However there are more women “career soldiers” now and they will come through
in time.
The most impressive custodial duty within the Tower is the safe keeping of the Crown Jewels. The jewels and the
regalia are quite literally beyond price. The regalia are reminders of all the previous Sovereigns right back to
William the Conqueror. Even though much regalia was broken up during the Commonwealth of 1649 after the
execution of Charles I the Ampulla and Spoon made in the late C12th remain and are used in the most solemn
moments of the Coronation. The most renown villain was Captain Blood who, disguised as a clergyman with an
accomplice, conned the Keeper of the Crown Jewels into getting their hands on the regalia. Captain Blood flattened
the crown with a mallet then stuffed it into a bag before making his get-away. When he was caught he insisted on
speaking only with the King. Charles was so amused by his charm and impudence, that he not only pardoned him
but gave him an estate in Ireland and a pension of £500!
Colonel Harrold drew this most entertaining and informative evening to a close by reminding us that The Tower was
a World Heritage Site. Even so, it was constantly being reorganised to respond to the current needs of the
nation keeping vibrant and alive for all of us. He urged us to visit it especially after March 2012 when the Crown
Jewels will be even more spectacularly displayed. An invitation none of us will refuse!

Catriona Stuart
Rotherhithe Libraries – Walk with Pat Kingwell (an extract from the guided walk given on 15
October 2011)
On 28 November 2011, the new Canada Water Library was opened to the
public. It is a striking structure overhanging the Canada Water basin; an
inverted pyramid clad in aluminium sheets, anodised a light-bronze with
sequined perforations. It is a thoroughly modern building with many
interesting features such as a full height atrium, a timber lined spiral
staircase, a café, a performance space and, of course, a library. We wonder
if the designer, Piers Gough of CZWG Architects, is aware that his
sparkling creation is probably the eighth public library to serve the people
of Rotherhithe?
The First Rotherhithe Public Library (1890-1905)
The first Rotherhithe Public Library was at 120 Lower Road. The
foundation stone was laid by Canon Beck, Rector of St. Mary’s Church, on
23 October 1889 and the building was officially opened on 4 October
1890, by Sir John Lubbock, chairman of the London County Council. The
library was the responsibility of the Rotherhithe Vestry. The architects
were Stock, Page and Stock and the building cost £2,800 (c £168,000
today).
The library backed on to Southwark Park while the front of the building
contained the Librarian’s lodging. The first Librarian was William
Marillier who, until ill-health got the better of him, held the post from 18901895. Marillier had previously been the proprietor and headmaster of
Rotherhithe Grammar School at 18 Lower Road and it
is believed he played cricket for the Gentlemen of
England as a younger man. The next Librarian was
Herbert Archer Shuttleworth from Birmingham who
had also been in charge of Acton Public Library.
The Second Rotherhithe Public Library (1896-1915)
The second Rotherhithe Public Library, opened in
1896, was a small branch library in Trinity Road, off
Rotherhithe Street. The idea was to provide a service
to the downtown population for whom a trip up to
Lower Road would have been quite difficult back in
those days. According to Stephen Humphrey, the
library was known as The Rotherhithe Delivery Station.
We believe it may well have closed in 1915 during the
First World War. Incidentally, Trinity Road was
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First Rotherhithe Public
Library

The third Rotherhithe Library in its heyday

renamed Bryan Road in 1936 which is there to this day.
The Third Rotherhithe Public Library (1905-1944)
The third Rotherhithe Public Library was opened in 1905
in the former Rotherhithe Town Hall in Lower Road and
Neptune Street. In 1900, there was a local government
re-organisation which replaced the old Vestries with
Metropolitan Boroughs. This meant that Rotherhithe and
Bermondsey were joined together to form the
Metropolitan Borough of Bermondsey. This was not
necessarily a happy union and clearly there could only be
one Town Hall. When it was decided to have the Town
Hall in Spa Road and convert Rotherhithe Town Hall
into a Library and Museum not everybody was happy but
that is what transpired.
The grand old Rotherhithe Town Hall remained a library
until the Second World War. For many years the
Librarian was Leonard Hobby. The first Rotherhithe
Charles Wilson serving a borrower at
Library, which was no longer needed, was converted into
a Swedish Seamen’s Church. During the Second World
Rotherhithe Street sub-branch library 1959
War the church was destroyed by bombs and later
replaced by the building that stands there today.
Enemy bombs also did for the impressive looking Rotherhithe Library but not easily. In April 1941, incendiary
bombs removed most of the roof but the library service carried on. In early 1944, there was blast damage but still
the service carried on. In 1944, very severe damage followed a V1 rocket attack and the service closed down for a
month before resuming again. The final blow came on 3 March 1944 when the building was mostly destroyed by a
V1 rocket.
The Fourth Rotherhithe Public Library (1942-1960)
The fourth Rotherhithe Public Library was opened by Councillors Albert Starr and A.V. Kidd on 20 November
1942. It was a small sub-branch library in a converted ground floor flat at 598 Rotherhithe Street. Looking back,
we can now see this was a remarkable thing to do at the height of the bombing in our area and we can recognise it as
an indication of the Council’s willingness to boost morale. Although this small library was subject to blast damage
in the summer of 1944, and closed for a very brief period, the service remained largely uninterrupted during the war
years.
In passing it should also be mentioned that, during the Second World War, Bermondsey Council provided libraries
for 62 bomb shelters.
In 1960, despite local opposition, the Bermondsey Borough Council decided to close 598 Rotherhithe Street and put
a mobile library in its place to serve the area.
The Fifth Rotherhithe Public Library – an Electricity Show Room (6 March 1944 - 15 April 1944)
Fortunately, after the fateful bombing of the grand old
Rotherhithe Library, the book stock survived and
incredibly a temporary service was set up just three days
later on 6 March in a nearby electricity show room. This
was, in effect, Rotherhithe’s fifth public library albeit a
very fleeting arrangement which lasted just over a month.
We have no images of the showroom as a library and,
excuse the pun, can cast no further light on the matter.
The Sixth Rotherhithe Public Library (1944-1975)
After the magnificent former Town Hall building was
devastated by bombs, and the short stay at the electricity
show room, the library (without museum) was relocated
to alternative premises in a former Salvation Army Hall
in Lower Road. Coincidentally, this was the same
building that had housed the Rotherhithe Grammar
School of which Marillier, Rotherhithe’s first ever
librarian, had been head. When the staff moved in on 16
April 1944 to their temporary home few would have
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Exterior of the sixth Rotherhithe Library taken
after its closure in 1976

predicted it would operate as Rotherhithe’s major library until 1975.
In 1947, Bermondsey Council’s Public Libraries Committee produced a report entitled: “No Dockets Needed to
Furnish Your Mind”. It was review of the library service in the two years immediately following the war and it
showed borrowing figures of:
1944/5: 83,508
1945/6: 124,479
1946/7: 156,653
The popular novelists of the day were Richard Aldington, Dennis Wheatley, Taylor Caldwell and Daphne Du
Maurier.
The report described the facilities for children as “deplorable” and generally said the libraries were in poor
condition. Rotherhithe Library was described as “bedraggled and suffering for life in a former Salvation Army
Hall”. It noted that Mr. A.A. Blakeley, the Librarian-in-Charge, had retired in December 1945 after some 45 years
service.
The Seventh Rotherhithe Public Library (1975-2011)
The seventh Rotherhithe Public Library, in Albion Street, was
opened on Sunday 26 October 1975. By now, due to yet more local
government re-organisation, the former Borough of Bermondsey
had been subsumed into the Borough of Southwark, as it remains to
this day. The Bermondsey and Rotherhithe councillors, in particular
Councillor Len Henley, had long wanted a new civic centre and,
when that finally came to pass, a brand new library was part of the
development. The architects were Yorke, Rosenburg and Mardell
in association with the Borough’s own architect, H.P. Trenton. The
builder was Walter Lawrence and Son Ltd and the cost £600,000
(about £6.2m at current prices).
F.R.S. Yorke was a prominent modernist architect in post-war
Britain. A socialist in his political outlook, he formed a business
with Jewish émigré Eugene Rosenburg and Cyril Mardall, a Finn
who was born Cyril Sjostrom. The practice was responsible for
many hospitals, schools, colleges and industrial buildings and
Gatwick airport.
The opening affair was quite a lot of fun. The well-known
entertainer and former Bermondsey resident Tommy Steele opened
the new civic centre. He had created a fibre-glass sculpture,
‘Bermondsey Boy’, which was set directly on a plinth outside the
Tommy Steele in typically chirpy
entrance to the building. His father was with him that day and the
mood
Band of the Royal Marines played as they arrived in a horse-drawn
carriage. En route in a procession from Jamaica Road to Albion Street, apparently, a wheel on the carriage seized up
and emergency repairs had to be carried out.
A week of celebrations followed the official opening and, for the princely sum of 25p in current prices, locals came
to the shiny new centre to listen to the Alan Elsdon Jazz Band, Sandy Powell and Lester Ferguson’s Old Tyme
Music Hall, Joe Stead the folk singer and the Oompah Band.
Ken Wilson was Librarian in the early years of the new library as he had been at its predecessor. He retired in 1980
having given 41 years of service to Rotherhithe in various capacities.

Pat Kingwell
Spies and Special Forces – Talk by Jimmy Burns, November 2011
Looking into family history has become increasingly popular with new access to documents and the proliferation of
television programmes, films and books on the subject. As Jimmy Burns suggested in his introduction, a common
question for his generation to their parents was “what did you do in the war?” Understandably, those who lived
through World War 2 often did not want to recall their experiences.
Imagine, then, as a boy of about seven years old, finding in your father’s desk two exciting objects: a tiny camera,
unknown then in normal use, and a pistol! What Jimmy was to learn in later life was that he had found clues to his
father’s role in the war – he was a spy!
The format of this talk was an interview between Jimmy Burns and his current publisher. Together, with questions
from the audience, this gave Jimmy the openings to discuss his father’s life and work as detailed in his book Papa
Spy: Love, Faith and Betrayal in Wartime Spain.
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In the 1930s, Tom Burns was a rising star of British publishing whose friends and clients included GK Chesterton,
Evelyn Waugh, Graham Greene, the artist Eric Gill and poet David Jones. In a stroke of great fortune, Jimmy
discovered that an early love of his life was Ann Bowes-Lyon, cousin of the Queen.
So there would have been adequate colour to the story of Tom Burns without the influence of the Spanish Civil War
on family friends, such as Greene, and the conflict beginning in 1939. Burns joined the Ministry of Information, the
propaganda wing of the secret services. Based in Madrid, his role was to do all he could to keep France neutral and
so protect Gibraltar and access to the western Mediterranean. The dangers of his job were not helped by opposition
within, from the likes of Kim Philby and Anthony Blunt.
Overcoming these odds, and nearly having his cover ‘blown’ by a drunken encounter with Roy Cambell in a Toledo
square, his involvement in the famous ‘Man who Never Was’ decoy plot along with Ian Fleming and receipt of
probably the last letter Leslie Howard wrote during his fatal propaganda trip to Portugal and Spain, are amongst the
highlights of the book which Jimmy was able to relate from his own personal perspective.
Jimmy considers his father part of the final generation of ‘James Bond’ type characters, a man who bravely served
his country before settling back to finding love and stability in his home life with his family.
Cold War politics, followed by the ever increasing openness of information, now means that the world of spies can
never be the same. Jimmy mused that the news blackout during the Cuban crisis, vital to discussions, would not be
possible today.
Jimmy joked that he is not a spy and would not want to be part of what is still a tough, dangerous job that he thinks
essential to protect us all. Jimmy’s own life and work as a foreign correspondent has placed him in his own exciting
and treacherous situations in the Falkland’s, Northern Ireland and elsewhere. His role as a journalist has given him
access to secrets which, like his father, are not to be shared without risk to other’s lives.
Jimmy was also able to give us all insights as to how even top-secret information can be obtained with the right
contacts and hard work. Amongst the tips to all of us tempted to look in more detail at our own family history,
perseverance was top of his list. He reminded us of the importance of talking to those still alive as there is no
substitute for personal memories.
Few of us, however, will discover stories quite like Jimmy’s.

Tony Atkins
Holly and Ivy, Frankincense and Myrrh: Christmas Herbs in Folklore – Talk by Julie Wakefield,
December 2011
Ms Wakefield has previously worked as assistant keeper of the Royal Pharmaceutical Society Museum, for which
she continues working as a volunteer. She is a freelance orkshop leader and lecturer and gives Sunday talks at the
Old Operating Museum Garrett close to Guys Hospital.
Julie introduced her talk by citing some of the collection of rare books which she has been able to access through her
position and research: the historic writings of Culpeper (1), and Gerard (2) as well as contemporary Richard
Mabey’s (3) “Flora Britannica” (refer to end notes). Julie also referred to Mabey’s oral histories of personal
recollections linked to places. I have not been able to specifically locate these but assume they belong to Mabey’s
work as a radio/television broadcaster.
The familiar modern decoration of a Christmas tree directly dates back in this country to its introduction by Albert,
Queen Victoria’s German husband. Bringing evergreens into the home around winter solstice, however, is a preChristian pan-European ritual to ensure the continuation of life in the darkness and deaths of mid-winter.
The ancient tradition was absorbed into the adopted Christianity which saw symbolic greenery being brought into
churches as well as into homes. There are no records of mistletoe being brought into churches. In popular parlance,
mistletoe is still closely associated with pagan fertility worship as well as being parasitic.
Hutton (4), in his description of witchcraft, says that to avoid bringing bad luck the late medieval custom was not to
allow any greenery into the interior of either house or church until Christmas Eve itself.
To this day, allusions to holly and ivy are as if to partners. Medieval poems and carols, steeped in the Christian
calendar and worship, attach a wealth of symbolic Christian and non-Christian associations to both.
In lyrics, holly prickles stand in for Christ’s crown of thorns; its red berries Christ’s blood. Holly represents moral
superiority over the black berry bearing Ivy. In the dualist relationship, holly denotes good and God; ivy denotes
evil and Satan. In an earlier era holly, despite berry-bearing, represented strong archetypal male energy and ivy
represented weak archetypal female.
Bringing a tree (albeit not a pine) indoors also has a long English precedent prior to Prince Albert’s arrival. Julie
showed a slide resembling a medieval wall-painting of the tree of life. The base and leaves were that of a Holly tree
on which hung the 7 deadly sins - identifiable from recognisable characteristics such as the extended belly of
gluttony or pride as the root of other sins. The image held tantalising references to a lost strand of our country’s
folklore that modern interpretations can now only guess.
The ancient magical significance of holly as a force for good and bringer of luck seems to be rooted in and extended
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from its nutritious value as animal feed and the natural defensively protective qualities of its prickles.
The ancient custom of providing carefully chopped holly leaves and branches for sheep, and often cattle, was of
great importance in the years before hay and turnip were used as winter-feed. Modern chemistry has shown the
nutrient rich and high calorific value of holly leaves.
Still, across our landscape holly trees of up to 400 years old are dotted amidst open ground cleared from woods of
all other types of tree. The holly grove, 'a hag of hollins' in old English, was especially magically important. Such
deliberately planted and preserved ancient holly groves were pollarded only for animal feed or winter feasting
decoration and were held to be spirit dwelling places. Foresters knew how serious felling or cutting back of holly
for any other purpose would break the run of witches crossing the tops of the holly hedges so leaving people
vulnerable to their evil. Ancient Roman historian Pliny himself referred to it being used in protection against
witchcraft. Sprigs of holly, until recent times, continued to be hung to ward off the evil spirit amongst livestock.
They were placed in cowsheds to help the animals produce good milk. Old cottages frequently have just as old
surrounding holly, planted for the protection of the house and its residents.
Ritual custom abounded in the use, the care of and disposal of holly. Notably, a holly grows back less prickly each
time it is cut. And it was essential that the holly should be burnt and not just discarded after the Christmas season
ended.
Holly’s medicinal use was recorded by Culpeper in the seventeenth century as being good for cleansing clammy
humors and expelling wind. Concocted fermentations of its juice were used in poultice as comfrey is still used
today. Saturated in milk, it was used as a cure for whooping cough. Curing chilblains was thought possible by
beating till they bled with holly twigs.
Ivy, despite being poisonous and the evil to holly’s good, still had many helpful properties and uses. Apart from its
wood making fine nonstick rolling pins, its berries made an excellent old remedy clothes restorer. Bruised boiled
ivy leaves would be put into wine as a prevention of hangover. Gerard details ivy’s use against burns, ulcers and
lice, being particularly useful for treating ewes after lambing and against livestock suffering ragwort poisoning.
We followed Julie through equally fascinating myths and facts about mistletoe and the minerals frankincense and
myrrh ending with the story of the Glastonbury Thorn. Weaving the folkloric and historic into the scientific she led
us through her illustrated talk. It was an irresistible invitation to further investigations.
Further Notes:
1. Nicholas Culpeper (18 October 1616 – 10 January 1654) was an English botanist, herbalist, physician and
astrologer. His published books include The English Physician (1652) and The Complete Herbal (1653)
which contain a rich store of pharmaceutical and herbal knowledge.
2. John Gerard aka John Gerarde (1545–1611 or 1612) was an English herbalist notable for his herbal
garden and botany writing. In 1597, he published a large and heavily illustrated "Herball, or Generall
Historie of Plantes" which went on to be the most widely circulated botany book in English in the 17th
century.
3. Richard Mabey (born 1941) is a naturalist and author. Among his acclaimed publications are Food for
Free, The Unofficial Countryside and The Common Ground as well as his study of the nightingale
Whistling in the Dark. Richard Mabey devised, researched and wrote the ground-breaking bestseller Flora
Britannica which won the British Book Awards’ Illustrated Book of the Year and the Botanical Society of
the British Isles’ President’s Award and was runner-up for the BP Natural World Book Prize.
4. Ronald Hutton (born 1953) is an English historian who specializes in the study of Early Modern Britain,
British folklore, pre-Christian religion and contemporary Paganism. He has produced a string of books
dealing with historical paganism, folklore and contemporary paganism in Britain: The Pagan Religions of
the Ancient British Isles (1991), The Rise and Fall of Merry England (1994), The Stations of the Sun (1996)
and The Triumph of the Moon (1999), Witches, Druids and King Arthur (2003) and then two books on the
role of the Druids in the British imagination: The Druids (2007) and Blood and Mistletoe (2009).

Mari Taylor
“LONDON”: Dickens’s Shortest Opening Sentence - or is it? – Talk by Robert L Patten, January
2012
To mark the 200th anniversary of Dickens’s birth, the Society was treated to a study of the “London” of 1852 in
Bleak House. In an engaging manner, peppered with humour, the speaker rapidly launched us into the deeps of his
year of research into the question the title of his talk posed. Since he suspected that many of his listeners had either
not read Dickens’s novel Bleak House or could not remember it, he handed out a short summary of the narrative. To
aid his audience in following his reading of his paper he showed about 30 slides to focus our minds on the points to
which he wanted to draw our attention.
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The first slide was of the book cover or wrapper of Bleak House. Book designers used artwork in their production
to catch the eye of potential booksellers and purchasers in bookshops. Would we be enticed to dip our eyes beyond
this cover and read Bleak House as a serial in 20 instalments?
A slide portraying Dickens writing led us to the small figure of the author walking London, sometimes walking the
streets all night. At least once, apparently, he walked to Rochester and back because he could not sleep. It is said
that Dickens knew London better than anyone and certainly how he knew London was through walking. Dickens
knew parts of London, and those parts he knew well. He knew the temper and atmosphere of London.
A copy of the text of Chapter 1, “In Chancery, London”, came up on the next slide. So when Dickens opens Bleak
House with one of his most famous narrative openings: the one word “London”, what would he have wanted his
readers to think? What London is the city that Dickens celebrates in his fiction? Much of the action of Bleak House
centres around Lincoln’s Inn. His readers will make “London” their destination in their mind’s eye when they
purchase the monthly part and begin their 19-month journey reading through it. The question at the outset is about
whether the opening of the novel centres on a place, conjuring up a metropolis, a particular city, a conurbation as it
then existed in 1852.
Taking the word “London” as referential to the actual “locus” for Dickens’ contemporary readers led to the
projection on the screen of slides of a map of the City of London, of the Holborn Inns of Court, Lincoln’s Inn Old
Hall, where the Chancery Court was held, the Great Hall, and Westminster Hall and Chichester Rents.
Many of the characters in the novel come together in this part of London because they are parties to a long-standing
Chancery case, “Jarndyce v Jarndyce”, concerning a great deal of property, including slum tenements in the
premises known as the “Tom-all-Alone” lodgings. The house lies in a narrow back street, part of some courts,
alleyways and lanes immediately outside the wall of Lincoln’s Inn on a street actually called Chichester Rents.
An illiterate rag-and-bone dealer, Krook, called the mock Lord Chancellor, occupies the ground floor; Nemo, the
law-writer the first floor and the kind but mad Miss Flyte the attic. These locations were familiar to Dickens
because he lived in Doughty Street, of which a slide was shown. Dickens would also have had childhood
recollections of the St Martin-in-the-Fields’ burial ground.
Another prominent feature of the text of Bleak House, Chapter 1, is the fog. “Great stinking fog; it was
everywhere”. The streets were full of dense brown smoke, a Dickens’ land in which fog always swirled and bonnets
bobbed along murkily-lit streets. The fog was particular to London, where coal fires in factories and home hearths
burned and where the filth and mire of stagnant drains, refuse and dust heaps stank. Fog too was endemic to the
marshes lying on either side of and up and down the Thames. In Bleak House, Esther Summerson writes in her
memoir: I asked him (Jo, an orphan who maintained a nearby street-crossing) whether there was a great fire
anywhere? ‘Oh dear, no, miss’, he said, ‘this is a London particular, a fog, miss.’ Victorian fog is the world’s most
famous meteorological phenomenon. November, with its implacable weather, was the worst month for the fog
particular to London.
Contemporary tourists tend to use Bleak House as a guide-book to Dickens’ London instead of using it as an
interpretation of Victorian London. But to what extent does the novel really provide a surveyor’s landscape of the
Holborn Inns of Court? Our speaker concluded by addressing this issue arising from his research studies. Dickens
proves himself to be an inexhaustible tourist, traversing alleyways and thoroughfares all his life and at all hours of
day and night. To the unremarkable area around Lincoln’s Inn Fields are drawn most of the characters in Bleak
House; an area that was a jumble of Inns of Court, government offices, the Royal College of Physicians, (Miss Flyte
says of the doctor, Allan Woodcourt, “the kindest physician in the college”), Rolls House (Chancery, records), the
Fountain Court (Temple), Somerset House (wills), the Court of Bankruptcy, the Hunterian Museum, the Great Seal
Patent Office and Mr Tulkinghorn’s chambers.
Unanswered remains the question: where is Bleak House? In London (Tom-all-Alone’s)? In Chancery? In St
Albans? In Chatham? In Wiltshire? In Broadstairs? (no, that was formerly known as Forehouse). Bleak House’s
London is largely atmospheric and metropolitan, not fixable in space as a specific site built with bricks and mortar,
nor at any one point in time. Would the first readers have recognized Bleak House London? We modern readers are
left asking from both the references to places of residence of the characters mentioned, and other central locations in
the novel (a shooting in Leicester Square), “London when? London where? What London?” The foggy, mysterious
night images never define nor disclose London as we would know or recognise it.
Probably Dickens was concerned to present the strange side of familiar things. Dickens novel is so much a symbolic
re-statement of a London vision, for it is presented as both fact and metaphor, empirical and fictional, reality and
illusion. However, the Bleak House locations, though they are not to be taken too literally, neither are they to be
taken too metaphorically; for they work together in Dickens’ powerful urban images of Victorian London.
Yes, we may need to distinguish between the more academic study of the origins of Bleak House and the more
critical study of its meaning but ultimately it is written to amuse as well as enlighten us. My sense is that, though
our speaker led us far into a labyrinth, we Londoners much enjoyed his entertaining presentation and were aroused
to dive in and join him, as was shown by the questions we raised for him to comment upon. At the end of Bleak
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House, Richard Carstone, towards the close of his wretched life, asks, “It was all a troubled dream?” Our response
might be to plan a local history literary walk to track and spot Dickensian locations in Borough.

Angela Woolhouse
Firefighting in Bermondsey – Talk by Murray Beale (ex LFB and now a volunteer at the Fire
Brigade Museum), February 2012
All pictures in this article are by courtesy of the London Fire Brigade Museum
The first fire insurance company was founded by Nicholas Barbon in 1680 after the Great Fire of London. It was
named the Phoenix Office in 1705, after which, fire brigades were set up.
By 1833, there were 11 independent fire brigades. Each wore
different acoloured uniform to distinguish one brigade from another.
They were independent of each other and would not put out any
other company’s fires. A London-wide brigade, the London Fire
Engine Establishment (LFEE), was set up in 1833. There were three
fire stations in Bermondsey and Rotherhithe (Gomm Road and
Tooley Street and one afloat).
Often referred to as the greatest fire since the Great Fire of London,
the Great Tooley Street fire started in the morning of Saturday 22
June 1861. The fire occurred at Cotton’s Wharf. It began in a
working warehouse storing jute, hemp, cotton, spices, tea and coffee.
It is thought that the fire started by spontaneous combustion. In their
haste to get out, the warehouse workmen left the iron fire doors open
which, if they had been closed, would have confined the fire to one
building. Next door was a tallow factory and, next to that, a
saltpetre factory. By 6.00pm, 14 fire engines, including a steam fire
engine and a floating engine, were all in attendance. At one point,
the fire stretched from London Bridge to Custom House. With an
estimated 30,000 spectators, vendors of ginger beer, fruit and other
cheap refreshments did a roaring trade. Queen Victoria watched the
fire from the roof of Buckingham Palace. Fire engines from all over
Gomm Road Fire Station
the country arrived to try to help. A lot of personnel were injured
and much equipment got burnt. James Braidwood (the first
superintendent of the LFEE), a colleague and a wharf owner were killed by a falling wall at Hay’s Dock. As a
consequence of this, control of the fire was lost. The costs were estimated to be in the region of two million pounds.
Following James Braidwood’s death, Captain Eyre Massey Shaw was appointed as new chief officer. He was an
Irish militia captain and was well connected socially. He was
friends with the Prince of Wales (later King Edward VII). There is a
museum in Massey Shaw’s house (Winchester House in Southwark
Bridge Road) where he entertained Edward Prince of Wales. The
Prince was a keen amateur fireman. The Metropolitan Fire Brigade
was formed in 1866 which, in 1904, was renamed the London Fire
Brigade. Shaw retired in 1891 after the London County Council was
formed which took away Shaw’s sole control. During Shaw’s
service he used new technology to improve firefighting. Before
1879, a messenger was the only way to inform stations of fires.
Shaw had 40 fire alarms erected throughout London and started
using the telegraph system. He also introduced basic breathing
apparatus. Initially, a 20-man manual engine (one lever frame each
side) could supply 2 leather hoses with 150 gallons water per
minute. Shaw bought steam fire engines which could pump up to
350 gallons of water a minute. Men were paid in tokens for each 20
minutes of service. They could use the tokens at the pub to quench
their thirst.
At that time, scaling-ladders with tapered ends, the same height as a
standard doorway (6’6”), could be assembled into lengths after
carrying through buildings and inaccessible courtyards.

Tooley Street Fire Station – closed
in 1928
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Three-inch diameter hoses were assembled in 50 feet lengths and made of leather. The leather had to be dried out
afterwards, then treated with tallow to keep supple, before storage.
Wheeled escape ladders (ladder on wheels) were kept on street corners (ladder stations) and later could be carried
aboard a fire engine (kept at engine stations) which were drawn by horses. The wheeled escape ladders could be
extended up to 55 feet in height. The horses used were always dappled greys because, it was said, that they were
stronger, but this wasn’t the case. Firemen had to be on 24-hour call and had to seek permission to get married.
Shaw preferred to recruit former sailors because they were hardy, experienced at pumping (bilge water out of boats)
and disciplined. Naval jargon and dress was used (sailors caps were abolished in 1941). A new rank of engineer,
above that of fireman, was introduced. Signalling was by flashing lights and Morse code.
In the manufacture of fire pumps there was fierce rivalry between Shand Mason and Merryweather. Shand Mason
favoured the vertical pump whereas Merryweather favoured the horizontal pump. Eventually, Merryweather took
up the internal combustion engine for fire appliances and Shand lost out.
The Tooley Street fire station, next to Morgan’s Lane, was the hub of the Bermondsey Brigade. The building had a
distinctive 4-storey lookout tower at one end before being rebuilt by the LCC. It was in use until 1928 when it and
Gomm Street fire station were replaced by Dockhead fire station.
As London grew larger it was seen that extra fire stations were needed especially as the built-up area expanded and
some districts became isolated due to the building of the different docks.
During the First World War, self-propelled steam fire engines were gradually replaced by motor fire engines
(Merryweather and Dennis models) because of the military requisition of horses. The last horse fire engine was
used in 1922. Also, a battery-operated fire engine was tried in 1908 but it was slow to get back and had to be
recharged. Breathing apparatus was originally carried on the emergency tender with a trained crew. Sets using
oxygen lasted one hour but discontinued 1978. Modern compressed-air sets last only a quarter- to half-an-hour
(depending on the size/exertion of the fireman). Firefloats were floating pumps that were moved by a tug. In 1900,
the first self-powered firefloat was named Alpha. She was based at Cherry Garden Pier with a large station on land
at Pottery Street. Alpha cost £6,300 and was powered by her own steam engine which also drove the firepumps.
She was joined by a fireboat named Beta in 1906 which was also stationed at Cherry Garden Pier. Probably the
most famous firefloat was the Massey Shaw (named after Captain Massey Shaw). Her first major incident was the
big fire at Colonial Wharf, Wapping (upstream of London Dock entrance) in 1935. She was also one of Churchill’s
“Little boats” used in the evacuation of Dunkirk in 1940.
At 10.00am on Saturday 7 March 1931, the Brigade was
called out to a fire at Butlers Wharf in extremely cold
weather conditions. A pall of black smoke hung over
Shad Thames with acrid fumes of burning rubber. The
two firefloats, Aplha and Beta, were in attendance. It
took all day to quench the fire. Although the fire was
relatively small (it was confined to a single building) the
weather made conditions almost impossible with water
freezing as it ran down the walls; sheets of ice spreading
across the road making movements hazardous;
everywhere, icicles hung down. The temperature was so
low that the hoses had to be wrapped in sacking otherwise
it would have been impossible to hold them.
In the 1930s, electrocution of firefighters, through their
brass helmets, was increasing. Seven firemen across the
UK were killed through electrocution in one year. Rubber
Picture showing the extremely cold conditions
linings were tried but this did not work. In 1935, leather
at the time of the Butler’s Wharf fire in 1931
helmets, designed by Merryweather’s were introduced
based on a Paris design commissioned by Massey Shaw.
Red coloured helmets were also tried but were not liked so the men went back to wearing brass. They were reissued
with black helmets with a brass badge.
Early fire engines had an open cab. A 1931, fire engine (by Merryweather) was still in use in 1961. The next design
had a roof but the men objected to it as it was seen to be “too soft”! From 1938, emergency tenders were the size of
a motor coach with equipment for things such as for underground railway rescue. In 1937, just before the beginning
of World War 2, the Fire Services Act required that every local authority must provide a “proper” fire service.
Within a year, the Auxiliary Fire Service (AFS) was formed in anticipation of war. London AFSs were issued with
2,000 trailer pumps. There were 2,000 professional firemen and 20,000 auxiliaries (needed to work the pumps).
Ladies were invited to join as drivers. Trailer pumps were intended to be pushed by hand but they needed
equipment and needed to be able to get to more distant destinations. US Ford V8 cars were bought up and
connected to vans. London taxis were also requisitioned. These were ideal, including being able to put the ladder
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on the roof! Every fire station was given 6 sub-stations. There were 31 stations in Bermondsey. The Old Mortuary
at Rotherhithe was used as one (after the Blitz, this was taken over as an auxiliary ambulance station – contribution
from Len Hatch in the room). Auxiliary towing vehicles (Austin lorry chassis) were also used, some being used as
late as the 1960s in Essex.
During World War 2, Cherry Garden (Pageant’s Wharf) fire station had to be evacuated by river when it became
isolated by a fire at Surrey Docks. Several firemen were killed in the Surrey Docks that night. Another hazard was
that fire in the timber structure depleted oxygen and men could
not breathe. In Essex, oil refineries were hit and London had to
send 20 pumps down there. At other times, outer-London
authorities had to send men into London. Beckenham suffered
very badly with 40 crew killed in 3 weeks in Central London air
raids. Convection current, generated by the fire, was perceived
at Surrey Docks and then in City of London. Although it never
escalated into a fire-storm, people were dragged into the fire by
the wind. One lady driver in the first big air raid had to drive
through the blazing streets to supply cans of petrol to the pumps.
Much damage to food stocks was caused by the water. At this
time insurance companies ran the Salvage Corps.
AEC made lorries and buses. Park Royal coachworks took the
AEC “Regent 3” bus chassis, lifted off the bodywork and
replaced it with Merryweather fittings. It was the standard postwar LFB engine. This was followed by the Dennis model.
These had a single back wheel and tended to skid. AEC took
over Maudsley lorries. At that time, Maudsley made the chassis
for fire engines. The cabs of these engines were sometimes
updated but they were badly designed and never changed. At a
fire at Chambers Wharf, relays of crew were taken in old fire
engines and, incredibly, one fire engine was left behind and
forgotten for several weeks!
The London Salvage Corps, started 1864, finally disbanded in
“Turn Out” at Fire Division D Floating
1984 because warehousing was moving out of London. Damage
control units were subsequently added on to fire engines.
Modern London fire engines use Mercedes Benz chassis which are relatively cheap. With 130 stations, it means that
many fire engines are needed so economies have to be made. Some brigades outside London use Scanias (cost
£5,000 more) or Dennis’s (cost £10,000 more). The bodywork of a modern fire engine is thick plastic.

Malcolm Tucker

NOTES AND QUERIES
Those who wish to submit notes or short pieces that can be accommodated in this section should please send them to
Martin White, 77 Kidbrooke Grove, London SE3 0LQ, e-mail martinwhit@hotmail.com. Those who are able to
assist an enquirer by answering a query or adding to information already provided should reply to them direct and
send a copy to Martin for placing in the next issue. As a matter of course, most enquirers are referred to Southwark
Local History Library at the time their query is acknowledged.

Sources for Rotherhithe in the 18th Century/Robert Scott
I am a Norwegian historian, professor emeritus of Vestfold University College, currently working on a biography of
the shipmaster, merchant and Grand Tourist, Peter Dahl (1747-89). From 1768 to 1775 he sailed between Denmark
and the Danish West Indies, first under the British captain Robert Scott, who had a great influence on him.
Scott took part in the Seven Years’ War in the Atlantic and, with James Cook, surveyed West Indian harbours. He
then went into shipbuilding and the Russia and Denmark trades. He settled in Rotherhithe; his wife was Jane Cumyn
and their son, Alexander John Scott, baptised at St Mary, Rotherhithe 11 August 1768, was later to become chaplain
to Nelson. Scott died at sea in 1770 en route to Dominica where his wife had inherited an estate.
I should be grateful if you could provide me with suggestions for further research. Where are the St Mary
Rotherhithe registers kept? Are there inventories from this period in an archive somewhere? I would also be
interested to know if there is any kind of gazeteer or address book covering Rotherhithe in the 1760s or indeed local
tax lists or similar material. Most important, I should like information on shipbuilding in Rotherhithe (ideally with
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names of owners) and any sort of trade register or similar material to throw light on Scott’s engagement with the
Russia and Denmark trades.
Finn-Einar Eliassen Finn-Einar.Eliassen@hive.no
Finn-Einar has been directed to London Metropolitan Archives and Southwark Local History Library as first ports
of call. The LMA holds the St Mary Rotherhithe registers and filmed copies can be found at the library which,
additionally, has Rate Books (17th to 19th centuries) that may contain useful information. It appears that the LMA
holds a large number of inventories but I am unsure how easy it may be to search such documents. On Rotherhithe
shipbuilding, the library has Stuart Rankin’s publications, of course, but I am not aware of their availablity for
purchase anywhere.
Martin White

Bermondsey Central Library, Spa Road
My enquiries are regarding the former Bermondsey Central Library in Spa Road. I am trying to find out who the two
sculptures at the top of the library depict. Also, above the five first floor windows, there are five faces. Would you
be able to assist me in identifying them?
John Gudgin j.gudgin@live.co.uk

Hop factors in Borough High Street
My grandfather and generations back had a hop factors business. When father took it over, it was at 59 Borough
High Street - Manger and Henley. I was small when father used to go to work there after the hop season on our farm
in Kent. However, none of my family seem to have a photo of this office and I wonder whether you can help?
Jo Watson jwatson.marine@btinternet.com

Redriffe/Rotherhithe
Could you tell me whether Redriff was an earlier pronunciation of Rotherhithe – like Windum for Wymonham in
Norfolk – or rather a different name for the area. If it was a pronunciation, can you say roughly when it died out or if
it may still be used by families with deep roots in the district?
Paul Treuthardt treuthardt@gmx.com

ARTICLE
The London Bridge “Dug Out” and the Air Raid Early Warning System in the Great War
Sir Edward Grey, Britain’s Foreign Secretary, looked out of his office window, overlooking St. James’s Park, where
a lamplighter was going about his work. In late July 1914, the Foreign Office not only worked late, it worked
through the night. “The lamps are going out all over Europe”, he said to a friend. “We shall not see them lit again
in our lifetime”. He was speaking figuratively but, within a few weeks, the lamps would indeed be going out in
London and other towns and cities as a novel horror of war was unleashed - the bombing of civilians from the air.
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The first raid by Zeppelin airships took place on the night of 19/20 January 1915 with bombs dropped on Great
Yarmouth and other places in East Anglia. Airships, which had intended to bomb London, were forced to turn back
because of bad weather and mechanical problems. It was just as well, for the air defences of the capital were
virtually non-existent. There were only 12 guns in the London area whose barrels could be elevated sufficiently to
fire at targets flying high and the fighter aircraft of the time had such a slow rate of climb that by the time they
reached the “combat “ zone the airship had gone. The first warning to the public of a raid was usually the sound of
the airship engines or gunfire. Later, the pressure of gas leaving the works was reduced so that all the gas-lights
dimmed.
Apart from more and better guns, and vastly improved fighter aircraft, some system of early warning was necessary
and how this role was eventually undertaken by the privately-owned railway companies of England and Scotland
requires some explanation.
Britain was not totally unprepared for war. As early as 1910, Lord Fisher, the then First Sea Lord, had predicted
August 1914 as the date when war with Germany would start. He reasoned that the Germans would not start a
major war until the widening of the Kiel Canal, linking the North Sea with the Baltic, was completed allowing the
largest battleships in the Kaiser’s High Seas Fleet free and safe movement between the two. Henceforth, British
naval, and to a lesser extent military, preparations proceeded with this in mind. Informal discussions were held with
the French over plans to reinforce the left flank of their army with a British Expeditionary Force and planning began
on arrangements for the movement of vast numbers of troops with all their equipment and of reservist naval
personnel.
As early as 1871, the government had decided that, in
the event of war, the privately owned railways of
Britain would be taken under state control. In 1912, a
Railway Executive Committee was established, initially
tasked with the transport planning for a full
mobilisation of troops and equipment in the event of a
European war. The Committee was to operate under
the nominal chairmanship of whoever was president of
the Board of Trade at the time. I say “nominally”
because it was wisely decided that running the railways
was best left to the railway managers without political
interference. It was widely recognized that Britain’s
railways were managed by men of outstanding energy
and ability. No other organization in the country (save
perhaps the Royal Dockyards and one or two of the big
armament combines) could match them for complexity
and efficiency. Just to take one example, the London &
North Western Railway was the largest joint stock
corporation in the world in terms of capital invested, the
largest private employer in Britain and a consistent
payer of high dividends to its share-holders.
At the outbreak of war, the Railway Executive
Committee comprised H. A Walker (later Sir Herbert), General Manager,
London & South Western Railway; Sir Robert
Turnbull, General Manager, London & North Western
Railway; Sir Guy Granet, General Manager, Midland
Railway; Sir Alexander Butterworth, General Manager,
North Eastern Railway; F. Potter, General Manager,
Great Western Railway; C.H. Dent, General Manager,
Great Northern Railway; Sir Sam Fay, General
Illustration 1 – Aircraft recognition poster
Manager, Great Central Railway; J.A.F. Aspinall (later
Sir John), General Manager, Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway; F.H. Dent,(later Sir Francis), General Manager,
South Eastern & Chatham Railway; D.A. Matheson, General Manager, Caledonian Railway. These were joined
within a few weeks by: W. Forbes (later Sir William), General Manager, London Brighton & South Coast Railway;
H.W. Thornton (later Sir Henry), General Manager, Great Eastern Railway.
All these were men of exceptional ability. Apart from Butterworth and Granet, who were lawyers, all had started at
the bottom as either apprentices on the shop floor of engineering works or as junior clerks in railway operating
departments. Walker was designated “Acting Chairman” because the bulk of the traffic movements on mobilisation
would affect the LSWR, serving as it did so many army and naval bases, and the main port of embarkation for the
BEF -Southampton. For the first weeks of the war, the committee met at 10.00am, 2.00pm, 6.00pm and 9.15pm.
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The mobilisation plans, worked out in painstaking detail during the previous years, operated without a single hitch.
For three weeks, over 14 hours each day, a train arrived at Southampton docks every 12 minutes. They came from
all over Britain, laden with men, horses and equipment; not a single train was late enough to delay that behind it and
not a single man or horse was injured. Neither was there any significant damage to any guns or equipment. To a
generation used to “the wrong kind of snow” or “leaves on the line” it seems incredible but it was an amazing
achievement by the railways and the military. Mobilisation successfully accomplished, the routine war work started.
Troop movements, carriage of priority raw materials and munitions began as did the never-ending procession of
slow moving coal trains heading north for the Scottish bases of the Grand Fleet. Once procedures had been
established for delegated work to be carried out by the staff of their respective companies, Executive meetings were
held daily at 10.30am and 5.00pm and then, from early in 1915, three times per week as various sub-committees
chaired by members took over the detailed work.
By the end of 1915 it was
obvious that the only national
organization
capable
of
establishing a workable “early
warning system” for air raids
was the Railway Executive
Committee. The army had no
national
system
of
telecommunications, relying on
the Post Office which had taken
over the National Telephone
company in 1912 and had quite
Illustration 2 – L19’s voyage to disaster
good coverage of the country for
telegraphs
and
telephones.
However, outside of big cities this was often “office hours only” and there was no way of, for example, a village
outside Edinburgh communicating by telegraph with a village outside Plymouth without going through a relay of
operators and no way of communicating at all after around 8.00pm or even earlier. As enemy aircraft generally
made landfall in sparsely populated districts they could be several miles inland before they could be reported.

Illustration 3 – The ‘Dug Out’ under London Bridge Station
Telephone communication was by manually operated plug boards. A long-distance call began by asking your local
operator to connect you with “Trunks” whose operator would then set up a chain of connections, from exchange to
exchange, and call you back when the through connection was completed. At busy times, this could mean a delay of
several hours.
Every railway depot, signal box and station was in telegraphic or telephone communication either direct with its
company HQ, a district control office, or a major station. The telegraph instruments were not the Morse “tappers”
familiar from old films (although Morse code was used) but single needle instruments where a vertical pointer
deflected left or right stood for a dot or a dash. Skilled operators (increasingly women as the war dragged on) were
very fast. A trial about five years ago showed a Morse operator to be twice as fast as “texting” teenager today! For
many purposes, the railways preferred the telegraph, as it left a written record of the message at each end.
The country was split up into zones, each of which came under the wing of one of the Executive member
companies, and smaller companies within each zone reporting to the Executive company concerned. Thus the Hull
& Barnsley Railway, for example, reported to the North Eastern, the Midland & Great Northern Joint Line to the
Great Eastern etc. Those railway companies with their HQ offices in London already had excellent communications
with their far-flung empires. Those with an HQ outside London, like the North Eastern or the Lancashire &
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Yorkshire that had small London offices for transacting Parliamentary and legal work, laid in extra communications
lines to these.
The system worked like this, for example:
A signal box (1) on the coast reports a zeppelin heading west at 2,000ft and at 80mph to District Control (2) who
then report it to Railway HQ (3) who then report it to Railway Executive (4) who then inform Field Marshall I/C
Home Defence (5). Total time taken two minutes!
Further reports were sent by stations and signal boxes as the airship passed over, giving some idea of where it was
heading. Home Defence ordered aircraft to take off and intercept, warned AA gun and searchlight batteries and
issued a series of escalating warnings to police stations in the airship’s path. When a raid was imminent, local
police sations would set off maroons. It was unfortunate that whatever happened, an air raid was signalled by a loud
explosion (maroon or gun if you were lucky, bomb if not!) but at the time there was no alternative. Warning was
given of daylight aircraft raids by special constables driving cars bearing the warning “TAKE COVER”. Posters
were also displayed with relevant information (Illustration 1). This was necessary because curious members of the
public would stand around watching the aircraft high above only to be killed or injured by shrapnel or anti-aircraft
shells, which failed to explode at the proper height, and went off when they hit the ground. It was kept quiet at the
time but there were more casualties from these causes than from the daylight bombing itself.
For an improvisation, the system worked remarkably well, as two examples show:
First, the wanderings of L19, which it is thought was trying to reach Liverpool, as plotted by the Railway Exective
staff from reports by the LNWR and the GWR (Illustration 2).
Second, this extract from the RE official log:
5.55am GER Acle report aircraft going towards Yarmouth
6.15am M&GNJ Lynn reported Zepp passing going slow… 4 aeroplanes pursuing
6.22am GER Yarmouth reports aircraft going seaward at 6.10am
6.28am GER Yarmouth reports Zepp now hovering between hear and Gorleston
6.38am GER Yarmouth South Town report Zepp passed out to sea at 6.30am
6.50am GER Yarmouth South Town Report Zepp brought down in flames off this coast at 6.45am.
The Great Eastern Railway,
covering as it did most of East
Anglia, was very much in the front
line of the reporting service as a
majority of Zeppelins, and later
Gotha aeroplanes approached the
capital over its territory. Also in
the front line, because of the
Thames Estuary being another
favourite approach route, was the
South Eastern & Chatham
Railway, serving the southern side
of the estuary, and Kent. GER airraid-plotting
staff
were
accommodated in cellars below
the Great Eastern Hotel where all
the telephone and telegraph
instruments from the offices
dealing with military and defence
Illustration 4 – Plot of aeroplane raid of May 1918
matters were duplicated. It was the
work of a few moments to switch
them in and evacuate the staff to the cellars when danger threatened.
The South Eastern and Chatham constructed what they called a “Dug Out” in arches under London Bridge Station.
Like the GER arrangements, this contained duplicated communications equipment and could be quickly accessed
from the former South Eastern Railway offices on Tooley Street. (Illustration 3) This shelter was said to be so well
protected that “ . . . the anti-aircraft gun on Tower Bridge” was inaudible! (Does anyone know where this gun was
mounted? Surely not on one of the upper walkways?)
The final illustration (Illustration 4) is a combination of plots from reports made by the GER and the SECR when
Zeppelins had been replaced by a new horror – twin-engined Gotha aeroplanes capable of flying so high, at over
21,000ft, that there was little chance of bringing them down. Initial raids took place in daylight, but soon switched
to night-time when these sinister black painted machines were difficult to spot.
Britain’s privately owned railway companies may not have won the Great War but certainly in 1915/16 they did a
great deal to ensure that Britain did not lose it.

Stuart Rankin
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ROTHERHITHE & BERMONDSEY LOCAL HISTORY SOCIETY
PROGRAMME 2012
25 April:
30 May:
27 June:
25 July:
August:
26 September:
31 October:
28 November:

2012
AGM followed by The Churches of Rotherhithe & Bermondsey over the Centuries – Talk by
Stephen Humphrey
The History of Allotments – Talk by David Boyle
Visit: City of London Police Museum - Members only. Meeting arrangements to be announced
at the April AGM
Visit: The Old Jewish East End – Walk with Rachel Kolsky. Members only. Meeting
arrangements to be announced at the April AGM
NO MEETING
Battle for the East End & Bermondsey – Talk by David Rosenberg
Hallowe’en Special - Execution Dock: The Seafarers’ Tyburn – Talk by Rosie Bailie
Massey Shaw Fireboat: Firefighting on the Water – Talk by David Rogers

Meetings take place on the last Wednesday of every month, except August (no meeting) and December (which is mid-month and
a bit different!). The venue is usually the Time & Talents Centre, The Old Mortuary, St. Marychurch Street, Rotherhithe SE16
4JE; arrive from 7:30pm for a 7:45pm start. We take a refreshment break midway through and our evenings end around 9:3010.00pm. Visitors are welcome but are asked to donate £1.50. In summer (June & July) our meetings take the form of local
walks or visits: meeting points vary but are always close to public transport. You can also view the Programme on:
www.rbhistory.org.uk showing any changes that have to be made at short notice, ie circumstances outside our control. If you
have ideas for future events or any comments please contact chair@rbhistory.org.uk. The Committee looks forward to seeing
you at future events.
The Redriffe Chronicle is the newsletter for members of the Rotherhithe & Bermondsey Local History Society. Opinions
expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of the Editor, the Rotherhithe & Bermondsey Local History Society or the
Time & Talents Association. Copies of each issue are sent only to those who have registered as members of the Rotherhithe &
Bermondsey Local History Society and who have paid a current subscription. Copies of individual back issues (if available) may
be purchased from the Treasurer: Beverley Lucas, The Old Barn, Middle Lane, Brassington, DE4 4HL for £1 plus an A4 size
first class SAE.
The Redriffe Chronicle is funded by the Rotherhithe & Bermondsey Local History Society and this issue has again been made
possible by generous sponsorship in kind and in cash by donors, some of whom wish to remain anonymous. It is our intention to
maintain the standard of presentation in future issues. There are three ways in which members can assist. Quarter-page
advertising spaces for two issues are available for a minimum donation of £5 and may be of interest to local tourist attractions,
publishers, businesses or charities. Straight donations of any amount, however small, are welcomed and can be mentioned in the
“Sponsor’s Box” on this page or can be anonymous. Finally, occasional fund-raising events or outings are arranged in aid of The
Redriffe Chronicle which members are invited to support. For membership details of the Rotherhithe & Bermondsey Local
History Society, either email membership@rbhistory.org.uk or send an SAE to: Beverley Lucas as above. Society Website:
www.rbhistory.org.uk
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